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ABSTRACT 
 
  
   E-SCALE, Energy-efficient Scalable sensor Coverage with cell-phone Apps using LTE, is a newly 
adopted approach to provide large scale sensor coverage using cell phones and cellular network 
infrastructure. The focus of this thesis is to propose the idea of E-SCALE, extend it through 
simulations to determine how E-SCALE and its traffic can impact the key performance indices of 
the backbone network, i.e., LTE in this case. E-SCALE addresses the problem of providing 
occasional sensor coverage in a public area that occasionally hosts a large number of people. 
Since, investing for permanent sensor network based surveillance infrastructure in such places 
involves fairly large amount of money. Thus, E-SCALE is conceived for providing on-the-fly safety 
surveillance for occasional crowd. In our simulation we have taken LTE as the backbone 
infrastructure essential for E-SCALE. Our simulation results shows that a large area occupied by 
a crowd can be taken under environmental and safety surveillance monitoring by simply using 
the cell phones’ sensors of the people gathered over the concerned area. E-SCALE can also take 
care of the battery power saving of the audience’s cell phones to make it an energy-efficient 
technique. Smart phones are mostly equipped with hi-end sensor systems like temperature 
sensors, toxic-gas-sensors and likewise many more to be expected in near future. Hence, without 
any requirement of explicit sensors deployment for say, fire-safety, air-pollution, toxic gas 
detection, etc., a large area with gathering of people can be monitored continually, effectively 
and that’s too in an energy efficient way. This thesis reports detail simulation results how this 
sensor data traffic could affect the LTE network performance. Another effort is made to reduce 
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the battery power consumption of the user equipment so that the guests can freely use 
applications other than E-SCALE during the gatherings and the user equipment do not suffer from 
drainage  of high battery power. Thus, E-SCALE is a scalable and energy efficient way for sensor 
coverage provisioning through crowd sensing in a smart space.  
 
 
Keywords:  Cell Phone, Crowd Sensing, Discrete Event Simulation (DES), Energy-efficient, E-SCALE, Long 
Term Evolution (LTE), Sensor Node (SN), Smart Space, Wireless Sensor network (WSN). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a collection of distributed sensor nodes which are autonomous 
and capable of collecting environmental conditions or physical data, like humidity, temperature, 
presence of gases, pressure, and co-operatively relay the data to a centralized main center for 
evaluation. WSN has manifold applications from forest fire monitoring, sea shore monitoring, 
international border and safety surveillance to human physiological parameters monitoring and 
many more. In recent years very large scale WSN deployment and its distributed computational 
research has been an exciting topic because of its manifold associated advantages and newly 
discovered challenges. In dilapidated or critical border zones at remote geographically hostile 
regions and wide forest areas, can be monitored as unmanned surveillance only by deploying a 
very large scale sensor network. At the same time, highly dense city areas like downtown where 
huge amount of people come at specific times of a day or any field or stadium that hosts a large 
number of people occasionally, also need to be monitored for safety surveillance by sensors for 
potential pollution rates, toxic gas detection in the air or sudden temperature change (fire 
incidents), etc. On the other hand, deploying such a large number of sensor nodes (SNs) is not 
always feasible in an open region due to high cost and the deployment itself may not be easily to 
accessibility or other constraints.  
The intrinsic nature of wireless sensor network requires long battery life and a large buffer 
storage capacity for the SNs [1]. Our proposed E-SCALE envisages a scenario in providing 
continual sensor coverage to a large area which occasionally hosts a large number of, with each 
SN working in an energy efficient way.  
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We use from cell phone sensors of the guests or audiences to infrastructure and a dedicated 
surveillance control server to get sensor data intermittently and thereby monitor the 
environment and underlying safety parameters. Thus, the concept of smart environment could 
be created by the E-SCALE framework likewise a WSN [2]. This very approach of using the 
resources of the visiting crowd can be termed as an innovative idea and we introduce research 
in crowd sensing.  
This scheme not only provides continual sensor coverage of the area (which may not have pre-
installed sensor monitoring system) but also consumes very little power from the battery life of 
the cell phones belonging to the guests. We simulated E-SCALE in a scenario with LTE 
infrastructure assumed to be present. But, the concept will be equally applicable to any number 
of sensors per subscriber, enlarge the area and independent of the type of cellular network 
available in that region. We discuss existing large scale sensor network deployment techniques, 
different scalable routing approaches and then the challenges faced. Then, we show how our 
scheme E-SCALE may overcome these in some specific cases. Subsequently, we elaborate what 
LTE is, the well-known 4G cellular network, and how it helps E-SCALE scheme to work. Before 
going into the simulation outcomes, we will also briefly present the convergence of sensor 
technology with cellular technology and how E-SCALE works fine with 5G cellular networks. This 
thesis is concluded with open research opportunities this initiative might have for further 
developments, such as E-SCALE in Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) and with a vision of having 
a test bed implementation of the frame work. 
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1.1 What is Crowd Sensing? 
Crowd sensing is a newly conceived sensing realm that enables common citizens to contribute 
the sensing data or images or any other physical measurements taken by their cell phones to a 
centralized unit for dynamic security and safety surveillance of their neighborhood [3]. Crowd 
sensing is invariably known as crowdsourcing as well. Specially, Mobile Crowd Sensing (MCS), 
originally coined by IBM [4] is going to be an integral part of future smart cities. MCS is getting 
popular day by day because the sheer number of mobile devices, increasing sophistication of 
sensing materials and omni-presence of cellular networks. In the subsequent sections, we discuss 
how a public participation based working principal concept can revolutionize dynamics of a large 
scale sensing framework.  Moreover, it offers following advantages: 
 Eliminates capital expense (CAPEX) of any sensor deployments, 
 Adds benefit of dynamic sensor coverage as required with how the crowd move, 
 A viable large scale sensory system to contribute cloud knowledge system by means 
of participatory sensing, 
 Can estimate the size of the crowd from the data received and  
 Although the data aggregation servers need to be maintained operational expense 
(OPEX) of maintaining an in-field sensor network is eliminated. 
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1.2 Related Works 
There are several approaches taken by the researchers to contribute into community sensing or 
MCS.  In [4], authors have classified MCS in to three different categories depending on the 
physical phenomena MCS may monitor. These are: 
 Environmental, 
 Infrastructural and 
 Social. 
Environmental MCS aims to gather information about the pollution levels in a downtown or 
security in a public place by using the multiple sensors of the cell phones of common people. The 
biggest challenge is the large scale data transmission and associated energy efficiency. P. Dutta 
et al. [5], proposed “CommonMan”, an innovative participatory framework where the hand held 
gas sensors collect the data from the environment and transfer it to the user’s cell phone via 
Bluetooth. Similarly, this idea could be extended for noise pollution determination by using the 
microphone sensor of the cell phones. “Creekwatch” [6] is another such application to determine 
the condition of neighborhood waterbody through images, text messages or opinions by the 
users.  
“Creek Watch is an iPhone application that enables you to help monitor the health of your local 
watershed. Whenever you pass by a waterway, spend a few seconds using the Creek Watch 
application to snap a picture and report how much water and trash you see” 
PRISM [7] Platform for remote sensing using smartphones, is another excellent example of 
environmental data gathering using public PDA (personal digital assistance) resources. 
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Infrastructural information measuring is an important part of city life. This offers ready 
information about live parking availability, traffic pressure in a particular road to reporting any 
civic nuisance (e.g. hooliganism, gunmen attack, etc.) ParkNet [8], CarTel [9], Nericell [10]  are 
examples of getting the information of available parking spots, speed, and congestion of traffics 
and delays along with noise pollution spread due to honking of horns by the traffic. In some 
countries honking is an increasing environmental issue to be taken care seriously. 
Social MCS includes sharing of interesting facts about one’s dining experience in a restaurant, 
daily exercise benefits, or community fest information and many more. DietSence [11] is popular 
example of such an application. Amintoosi et al. [12, 13] have proposed trust and reputation 
based MCS using social network.  
 
1.3 Sensor Networks 
This subsection of the thesis gives a brief introduction to the traditional WSN, its intrinsic 
drawbacks and deployment strategies to provide a background to the reader how MCS and our 
E-SCALE is different than a traditional WSN. 
A typical WSN is comprised of small, battery-powered SNs which uses transducers that are 
capable of sensing a physical parameter like temperature, humidity, intensity of light, pressure, 
seism, chemical or biological changes, etc. They are also capable of storing the sensed data, 
transmitting or receiving the same and perform simple  computations. These jobs are done 
by transducers which is another component inside a SN. Transducers of a SN are mainly based 
on Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology. While a transducer generates data 
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(converts physical parameters like pressure/seism etc. into electrically measurable quantities) 
from the environment, a SN performs primary processing on the In-situ data collected, store the 
data on a temporary basis, calculates and takes the next-hop routing decision and finally 
transmits (and receives from neighboring SNs) data to a neighboring SN so that it will ultimately 
reach to a centralized data collection point called a base station (BS) or sink for further processing 
and analysis [14]. 
A multi-hop scheme is used to send the collected data up to the BS or and sink instead of 
transmitting directly to the sink in a single hop by all the SNs from different distances. This 
reduces transmission power consumption of the SNs. This approach subsequently increases the 
battery-life, which is an important consideration in a WSN. Each SN needs power for each 
functionality viz. computation, signal reception, transmission of signal and sensing itself.  
Hence, WSN technology privileged us with the ease of monitoring straddling environments 
(forest, agricultural fields, etc.) or manmade infrastructures (like bridge for possible cracks, 
monuments, factories and industrial systems). A WSN depends on very minimum infrastructure 
to install and to remains operational.  
The following subsection summarizes the application scenarios of a WSN and key issues in a WSN. 
 
1.3.1 Application Scenarios of WSN: 
Yick et al. [15] lucidly describes different applications of a WSN. They broadly categorize the 
application objectives of WSN into monitoring applications (like security and safety 
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monitoring, industrial system monitoring, field, area, forest and environmental monitoring, 
etc.) and tracking applications (like rare animal tracking, enemy and human tracking vehicle 
tracking, etc.). Underwater WSN, underground WSN and random deployments of SNs in a 
large forest are examples of monitoring the environment with a WSN. Space mission involves 
critical dependencies on the sensors used in the space shuttles and satellites. In some cases, 
a mobile WSN is deployed where each of the SNs has the capability to roam about a certain 
region and dynamically update collected data, being aware of the changeable topology of the 
networks and possible routing paths. WSN are also applied to the human body to monitor to 
track gait, physiological data etc. This is called Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) [16].  
In numerous practical cases, we can find random deployments of sensors in monitoring large 
forests or international border. The number of sensors needed is large enough to ensure the 
coverage of the surveillance area. Apart from irregular deployment, we can also see regular 
placing of sensors where physical access is not a problem. In Figure 1.1, we have schematically 
shown how random deployment of SNs generally works for data collection from a large area 
and subsequently sends data through the networking infrastructure to the data analysis 
Server via the BS. 
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Figure 1.1. Irregular WSN architecture with infrastructural (Satellite or wired links) connectivity 
to the server 
 
 
A WSN can be divided into groups called clusters and each cluster is controlled by a leader called 
cluster heads (CHs). In such a hierarchical WSN, the cluster heads (CHs) are responsible to collect 
and relay the sensor data to the sink node. In a flat architecture, individual sensor nodes rout the 
data packets to the BS or sink node in a multi-hop fashion. 
Azim et al. [17] elaborated different possible scenarios like glacier monitoring, rain forest 
monitoring, etc. and related protocols and network configurations where WSN plays a critical 
role. Among these cases, monitoring of a field or straddling area with WSN is the case we have 
tried to address in a novel and cost-effective way.   
In the next subsection, we throw some light on the key issues a WSN commonly faces.  
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1.3.2 Key Issues with WSN: 
Energy-efficiency is one of the toughest challenges faced by WSN. Untethered for 
communication and power needs efficient way to use the onboard battery to increase the life 
span of a SN. To reduce the power consumption, SNs are sent to sleep mode. The following 
equation expresses different factors behind the power consumption of a SN [1]. 
 
𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 =
1
𝑇𝐹
{𝑃𝑅𝑥𝑇𝑤𝑘−𝑢𝑝 + 𝑃𝑅𝑥(𝑁𝑇𝑥𝑇𝑇𝑥−𝑢𝑝 + 𝑁𝑅𝑥𝑇𝑅𝑥−𝑢𝑝) + 𝑃𝑇𝑥𝑇𝑇𝑥 + 𝑃𝑅𝑥𝑇𝑅𝑥 + 𝑃𝐼𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑇𝐼𝑑𝑙𝑒
+ 𝑃𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑇𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑝} 
    [1.1]  
                                                                                 
Where: 
Twk-up = Time takes to go from sleep to awake state 
TTx-up = Time takes for the transmitter to be ready 
TTx = Time in the transmitting state 
TRx-up = Time takes for the receiver to be ready 
TRx = Time in the receiving state 
TIdle = Time in the idle state 
Tsleep = Time in sleep state 
NTx  = Avg. number of times per frame the transmitter uses 
NRx = Avg. number of times per frame the receiver uses 
TF = Duration of the time frame 
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PTx = Power consumed in Transmitting state 
PRx = Power consumed in Receiving state 
PIdle = Power consumed in Idle state 
Psleep = Power consumed in Sleep state 
Pavg = Average Power consumed 
 
From equation 1.1, it is evident that to minimize the power consumption, sending the SN into 
sleep mode frequently is not a solution because the amount of time and power needed to start-
up a transmitter or receiver is not negligible.  
Deployment of WSN also poses critical challenges in areas where accessibility is difficult like 
forests or under-oceanic scenarios. This imposes the chance of severe environmental conditions 
to harm an expensive system in the field. 
Dynamic nature of the mobile nodes, in mobile WSN, requires more controlling and flexibility for 
self-organizing the network. 
Multi-hop, the very intrinsic nature of WSN, drains out the battery power of the nodes nearer to 
a BS because all traffic to BS go via those neighboring nodes leaving, them dead earlier than 
others who are at the edge of the network.  
Security of the installed system in an open and unattended place within the city may attract 
unscrupulous activities by unknowns to the damaged system. Moreover, hacking in to a WSN 
may leak information (eavesdropping) to an unwanted person. 
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Throughput is an important issue in any communication network and WSN is not an exception. 
But, due to its multi-hop nature, the common intuitive conclusion that higher throughput means 
better performance does not hold for WSN. To elaborate why, lets imagine a large scale multi-
hop network where the neighboring nodes to the base station transmits data at their highest 
possible data rate but not relaying the packets from the distant or edge nodes. Thus the BS can 
experience the highest throughput, but from the network’s point of view, the less privileged 
distant nodes are not able to communicate their data to the BS [9]. Hence, a better way to 
increase the data rate of the nodes around the BS while aggregate data packets from distant 
nodes based on a proportionally fair criterion. The proportional fairness criterion for elastic traffic 
in telecommunication has developed by Kelly [18]. To illustrate the idea, let’s consider a vector 
of throughput [T1, T2, …,Tn] where Ti is the data of the node i. This vector will be proportionally 
fair if the aggregation and allocation of the physical resources to transmit the data is feasible and 
if for any other different vector [T’1 , T’2, ...,T’n], the aggregate of proportional changes is less than 
zero or zero at max. 
∑ (
𝑇′𝑖 − 𝑇𝑖
𝑇𝑖
)
𝑖
≤ 0  
           [1.2] 
 
Now, if we consider small change around the allocation  
Ti → Ti + dTi, Eq. 2 takes a form like 
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∑ (
𝑑𝑇𝑖
𝑇𝑖
)
𝑖
≤ 0 
          [1.3] 
Kelly further shows that there is a unique way to aggregate the data packets and allocate the 
resources so that every data sent by all other nodes get a fair chance to reach up to the base 
station. In LTE, different scheduling algorithms are used which consider much more physical 
constrains like radio condition of a bearer to give more robust scheduling for the data packets 
[19].  
In subsection, a comprehensive introduction is given to the most recent generation of cellular 
networks and its various advanced features. Subsequently, this Introduction section will describe 
how the concept of WSN and latest cellular networks are dictated to converge in MCS. Thus, MCS 
overcomes most of the challenges of WSN by intelligently using the advances features of cellular 
networks. Subsequently, it elucidates the working principle of E-SCALE, an exclusive participatory 
sensing framework, and detail scenario where it is best suitable as an alternative to mobile WSN.  
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1.4 Cellular Networks : LTE 
This sub section is dedicated for brief introduction to the existing cellular architecture of LTE. 
Convergence of sensor networking with latest cellular networking is another aspect of this 
discussion. We show how E-SCALE is a tangible way to do so through cell phone app and here, 
we discuss compatibility between the sensor technology and cellular networks. 
Long Term Evolution (LTE) follows a 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standard of 
mobile communication following Global System for Mobile communication (GSM or 2G) and 
Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS or 3G) [20]. LTE is followed by another 
acronym SAE, System Architecture Evolution, and both are the projects under 3GPP. In the LTE 
project a new radio standard and evolved radio network is described (called evolved Universal 
Terrestrial Radio Access Network or E-UTRAN) while SAE is packet domain core network 
developmental project (called evolved Packet Core EPC). E-UTRAN and EPC, along with the User 
Equipment, UE, together define the whole new evolved Packet System (EPS). Figure 1.2 can be 
viewed as the architecture of EPS where the Radio Access Network (RAN) part consists of UE and 
the eNodeB. We have invariably used two terms, UE and cell phones in rest of the papers unless 
otherwise mentioned. eNodeB is networked with EPC. In reality there are many other eNodeBs 
connected together constitutes the E-UTRAN. Although the schematic diagram does not 
elaborate the EPC, it consists of Mobility Management Entity (MME), Serving Gateway (S-GW), 
Packet Data Network Gateway (P-GW) and Home Subscriber Server (HSS). Different interfaces 
are also indicated in the figure. 
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Figure 1.2. A simplified network architecture of LTE 
 
3GPP standardized radio communication protocol between UE and eNB over some physical 
channels onto which logical channels are mapped. We discuss about two of those physical 
channels, Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) and Physical Downlink Control Channel 
(PDCCH) as they are very important to evaluate the performance of E-SCALE in a LTE network. 
The PUSCH carries both user data and controlling signal data multiplexed together. PUSCH 
channel also carries user information data and specific application data. Hence any application 
may be evaluated by how less PUSCH channel it utilizes in a critical scenario. PDCCH carries 
Downlink Control Information, number of OFDMA symbols used etc. That means through this 
channel, the eNB informs the UE about the allocated resource, modulation techniques, Hybrid 
automatic repeat request and shared channel information or in a single word the downlink 
control information. We also investigate how much overhead E-SCALE may add in downlink 
control channel by investigating PDCCH utilization.  
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There is an energy saving feature in LTE called Discontinuous Receiving (DRX). They key idea is to 
set the receiver of the cell phone into sleep mode to save UE battery life. A detail discussion on 
how this feature works is covered in the subsection 2.2. We use this feature to make E-SCALE 
more energy efficient and show the simulation results how the advanced feature of cellular 
network helps to get best feature from a participatory sensing framework like E-SCALE. 
 
Figure 1.3.  Complex scenario of heterogeneous cellular networking for LTE and beyond 
[Photo Courtesy: Ad-Hoc and Sensor Networks: Theory and Applications] 
 
The upcoming 5G technology will also have much smarter energy saving procedure hence the 
sensor technology can be converged with the next generation cellular standards more freely and 
applications like E-SCALE will find their utility in everyday life. Figure 1.3, shows a complex 
heterogeneous cellular networking for LTE and beyond. We can see a dominant presence of in-
home access points and multi-hop networks in conjunction with the fundamental LTE network. 
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1.5 Different Research Areas of MCS 
The different research areas of MCS is elucidated in Figure 1.4. We have covered the major 
aspects, although there might be some other directions.  
Data Privacy and Security deals with how the MCS data transfer can be made more robust and 
secured over the air interfaces. APP Development focuses much on coding for a cell phone 
application and newer ideas where people may get interested in for sharing information. This also 
includes user interface design. Server Modeling is more about massive database being handed in 
a backend and building client server interface which may work without any human intervention. 
One of the most needed and open area of research is how a sense could be made out of the 
massive data MCS server receives in form of digital images, text files, audio files, or video files, etc.  
Data Mining deals with this aspect.   
 
Figure 1.4. Possible Research Areas of MCS 
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How the traffic generated by MCS application affects the backbone networks’ key performance 
indices (KPI) is an interesting area of study. My thesis work may be categorize to this type of 
studies. Convergence of sensing network with cellular network is what MCS is resulted from. Hence 
it remains one of the fundamental areas of MCS research. 
 
1.6 Objectives of the Work 
This work is primarily a simulation of a scalable crowd sensing framework, E-SCALE, to study 
its effects on the cellular backbone networks it used such as LTE. On top of that, we extended 
the simulation to study how the energy efficiency could be maximized without violating the 
performance of the E-SCALE. We used the DRX parameters of LTE eNB to set the sensors of 
the UEs to sleep mode so that the UE does not listen to the network for a certain period of 
time. Thus, UE receiver remains in sleep state to save energy. But, remaining in sleep state 
incurs late response to the server’s query. The more the DRX value, more will be the sleep 
cycle, and more will be responding delay.  
Thus, it increases the latency in the E-SCALE network. But for a security surveillance service, 
this delay may be fatal. So, we selected the maximum agreed delay in response allowed is 1 
second as the Service Level Agreement (SLA). We study how the KPIs of the backbone 
network varies with E-SCALE traffic for one hour of simulation and on the other hand, we 
tried to find the best value of DRX parameter exclusive for our scenario so that the 1 second 
SLA still remains valid. This gives the scenario of maximum energy savings, yet maintaining 
the SLA.  
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 To do so, we simulated the entire architecture for three different scenarios. Detail of the 
simulation scenarios are described in the subsection 3.2.  
So in a nutshell the objectives of the work are 
 To simulate E-SCALE taking LTE as the backbone network, 
 To study the  performance of a LTE network, 
 To Study the delay response of UE and average battery life remained in the UE, 
 To find the optimum value of the DRX timer exclusive for the architecture shown in 
following sections, and 
 To report the increase of the average battery life of UEs after applying the optimum 
DRX value.  
 
1.7 Thesis Outline 
Apart from the introduction, this thesis has four chapters.  
Chapter 2 gives foundation to four most related topic to the context of the work. LTE radio 
channels are discussed along with the short DRX cycle timer. Both of these subsections are 
required because E-SCALE uses DRX timer to save energy and two of the LTE physical channels, 
PDCCH (Physical Downlink Common Control Channel) and PUSCH (Physical Uplink Shared Channel) 
are of great interest to observe the channel utilization by E-SCALE traffic. The next two introduce 
event driven simulation and how Opnet simulator works to model and investigate performance of 
a proposed model respectively. 
Chapter 3 documents detail simulation modeling, the parameter set used and the scenario created 
for evaluating the performances of the LTE network. 
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Chapter 4 is dedicated for detail elucidation of the statistics we gathered from the simulator after 
extensive simulations. It not only presents those statistics in a graphical format but also illustrates 
the significance of different results observed. 
Finally, Chapter 5 talks about the open research areas on MCS and possible extension of E-SCALE 
work. It concludes the thesis with a synopsis of the different aspects of E-SCALE and MCS we 
considered during the work.  
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2.Foundation 
This section provides further details on some selected topics which are exclusively important for 
our work to follow. Moreover, this section will briefly introduce philosophy behind an event driven 
simulation we used for E-SCALE simulation.   
 
2.1 LTE Radio Channels 
The radio communication between the UE and the eNB in LTE technology works on physical radio 
channels. But, there are logical channels and transport channels mapped onto physical channels. 
These physical channels have different modulation-code rate and are used by LTE PHYSICAL Layer 
to carry both the user information as well as associated control signals.  
Actually, logical channels are of two types. One caries control information and the other caries 
user traffic information. These gets mapped onto transport channels and finally the transport 
channels are mapped onto physical channels as they are the actual radio resource to carry 
information over the air. This is shown in Figure 2.1. Please see the abbreviation table for the full 
names of the channels.  
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FIGURE 2.1. Different channels of LTE standards 
 
Among different channels shown, we will discuss only two physical channels within the scope of 
this thesis as they are pertinent to observe the utilization of channels by the traffic generated by 
E-SCALE in both directions, uplink and downlink. These two channels are Physical Downlink 
Control Channel (PDCCH) and Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH). 
PDCCH carries downlink control information and its format depends on the length of the control 
information need to be sent. The most important downlink control information it carries is the 
radio resource allocation to the UE. We observe that utilization of this channel to get an idea of 
how congested the downlink physical control channel is due to a large number of users in a single 
LTE cell. 
On the other hand, PUSCH is for user information and application data as well as uplink control 
information. As it carries both, user data and control information, user information and uplink 
control information are multiplexed together before the subsequent signal processing for this 
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channel. Hence the utilization of this channel makes more sense when we want to observe the 
channel congestion caused by the E-SCALE data and controlling information.  
 
2.2 DRX Timer 
In this section, we consider Discontinuous Receiving (DRX) cycle timer or loosely spoken as DRX 
timer feature of LTE which saves the UE battery power by letting it switch off its LTE receiver. We 
will use this feature to add energy efficiency in E-SCALE. When the UE is latched with the eNB by 
means of DRX feature, it periodically switches off its LTE receiver and don’t listen to the network 
(that means it cannot receive PDCCH information) during the duration thus saving the battery 
power.  
But, it may cause delay its response in the network. If any message is sent to it during its sleep 
cycle, it will not listen to it until the sleep time is over or broken by any uplink packet. Two 
important timers called Short DRX Cycle Timer and long DRX Cycle Timer play important role to 
take care of the response delay while the UE is in DRX mode. For example, short and long DRX 
Cycle Timers are set to 32 and 4 (subframe). The UE will turns on an inactivity timer after receiving 
its last packet and after the inactivity time out, it will enter in to Short DRX Cycle for next 32ms 
by switching off its receiver. Again, if within the 32 ms, no packet is received it will enter into long 
DRX cycle which is 4 times longer than that of short one. We investigate an optimum value of the 
short DRX Cycle timer for E-SCALE through our simulation. 
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2.3 Discrete Event Simulator & Opnet 
In computer network simulations, there are few elementary approaches for different suitable 
component simulation. The broad classification of simulation [23] approaches include:  
 Time Driven Simulations (e.g., Simulink/MATLAB), 
 Algorithm Simulations (e.g., CodeComposer), 
 Discrete Event Simulations (e.g., Opnet, NS-2), 
 Physical Media Simulations (e.g., Pspice, XFDTD), and 
 Circuit Simulations (e.g., VHDL, Verilog). 
Simulating a communication or networking protocol requires execution of several hierarchical 
events at each node. Events can be defined as a well-defined and pre-set request for an activity to 
initiate at a definite point of time. The time of the simulation is progressed only when the event 
occurs. Thus a simulation of 1 hour may not actually take 1 hour to be completed, depending on 
the configuration of the machine and the number and complexity of the processes involved as it 
may take longer or shorter duration to finish. Opnet is a Discrete Event Simulator (DES). 
 
 We can define different events then make a logical hierarchy between them to make function the 
whole system as a process. The simulator keeps an event table with a chronological list of events 
with the first or head even at the top of the list. In general, the simulation kernel, when accepts 
an event request from any module of a node, inserts the new event on the event table. 
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Hence this is the reason of choosing Opnet 17.5 (now Riverbed Modeler) as an ideal simulation 
tool for E-SCALE. Moreover Opnet provides wide range of statistical tool making posteriory 
observation easy.  
Moreover Opnet has very advanced pool of node library. This offers almost any advanced node 
with standard protocol enabled. When we model a network, we basically aggregates a number of 
nodes with a number of links. Node model defines different objects in the network domain and 
process model defines object in node domain. Most of the required nodes are modeled with state 
diagram describe the process model inside the node. Each state of the state diagrams is the 
process and conditions involved that state. C/C++ is used for this coding purpose. 
Links represent point to point or bus links. Both wireless and wired links can be used in network 
modeling. Subsequent traffic pattern addition and link demand model creation is possible with 
different statistical approaches in Opnet. There are some generic device and a long list of vendor 
specific devices available in node library to be used readily. For mobile nodes, the trajectory can 
be defined by the user by a customizable interface. Opnet also offers the advantage of 
randomizing the movement of the mobile nodes for a more realistic simulation. 
In output we can collect the required statistics in a graphical way. There are three kind of output 
Opnet provides: 
 Scaler: the values independent of time and cannot be plotted against time, 
 Vector: the values dependent on time and plotted against time, and 
 Animation: showing the node movements, packet flows and 3 dimensional network view. 
Some objects have pre-defined statistics in output and others can be modeled by the user as 
required. The user can define the output of the simulation before he actually starts to run.   
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3.SIMULATION 
3.1 Parameter Settings 
Simulation of the above mentioned scenarios requires a defined parameter set. In this section, we 
identify parameter values we used for our simulation process. This section we will discuss our 
considerations for the simulation of E-SCALE. An event driven simulation or discrete event 
simulation (DES) of the proposed scheme is presented. In DES, as mentioned in an earlier section, 
the simulation process moves on by executing a well-defined sequence of events. After execution 
of an event, the simulation pointer moves on to the next state, thus directly advancing the time. 
A new model or communication protocol or architecture can be tested through an event driven 
simulator. The protocol or the conditions of the communications are first represented by several 
finite state machines and their state diagrams are implemented in the tool. The user is responsible 
for trying the simulation with different seed values to get different results and make sure that 
“good” results are not obtained just by chance. Another way to ensure this is to run the simulation 
for a considerable amount of time. 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic Diagram of E-SCALE along with LTE Backbone 
 
We modeled our scenario for simulation in such a way that all the hosts come under a single cell 
of LTE base-station. The number of hosts was 100 and the cell was a hexagon with the BS at its 
mid-point with omnidirectional coverage. Figure 3.1 elucidates the schematic architecture that 
has been replicated during the simulation in Opnet. 
 The cell-radius is less than 1000 meter. To make the cell bandwidth utilized by a good amount we 
considered LTE cell on 3MHz FDD band. All the 100 users are equipped with smart LTE UE which 
has required sensors. The UEs are installed with the E-SCALE app which will take care of data 
collection from environment and make it ready to be sent to the application server through LTE 
link. E-SCALE app responds to the server command asking for sensor data from the UE. Now, each 
application needs some sort of critical time delay requirements. Otherwise the response of the 
app will not be as good as expected and the user will not be benefitted. The primary objective of 
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E-SCALE is to provide public safety against possible fire or presence of toxic gases in a region where 
surveillance measures are not that good. Hence, a quick response from the app is a critical 
requirement. Apart from the UE and application server configurations the network link 
performance, especially how a large number of people is using the same app from a place plays a 
pivotal role and needs to be evaluated. Our simulation effort is presented here to address that 
need.In our simulation, the server fires 100 commands to the 100 UEs (or in other words, on an 
average, 1 command per UE per second) for data reporting in every second. The response time 
must be below 1 second to ensure the security service through E-SCALE app a success. We defined 
the response from an UE as a file of 256 bytes of size each time it receives a ping from the server 
to transfer sensor data. File Transfer Protocol (FTP) has been chosen for this purpose. As far as IP 
QoS is concerned, this sensor data packets will be regarded just best effort traffic. We also initialize 
a condition in the simulation that the server will start sending command only after 30 to 45 
seconds after the commencement of the simulation. This process will last for a couple of minutes 
and start again. But, there is a pause of 30 seconds is deliberately applied to increase the battery 
life, otherwise continuous sensor data collection and transmission will drain out the UE battery 
rapidly. We simulate this scenario as first scenario for 1 hour. Then, in the 2nd scenario, on top of 
the 30 seconds of idle duration, we enabled DRX parameters in all UEs. The objective is to start 
observing how this parameter helps E-SCALE to save battery life. The simulation is again run for 1 
hour for a number of times with different seed values. In the result section we illustrate how this 
impacts on increased response time and long battery life. So, clearly an optimum increase in DRX 
cycle timer to enhance the battery life of the UEs without violating the app response time 
threshold (we set for our app as 1 second). In the last scenario, we looked for the optimum value 
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of the short DRX cycle timer value for which we get the maximum battery support yet a low 
response time which is below 1 second. Table 3.1 presents the general parameter settings for the 
simulation. 
Table 3.1. Contains the general parameter set for simulation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE 
MODELER PARAMETER SETTINGS 
 
Serial 
numbe
r 
Parameters 
Settings in Simulation 
 
 Number of UE 100  
2 Mobility of UE Random movement within 
cell 
 
3 number of eNB 1  
4 Location of eNB center of the hexagonal cell  
5 LTE Cell radius < 1000 meter  
6 Number of LTE 
CELL 
1  
7 eNB Coverage 
pattern 
Omni-directional  
8 LTE Band 3MHz FDD  
9 Avg. DL Commands 
by Server 
1 command per UE per 
second 
 
10 Server Start Time Between 30s-45s after 
simulation starts 
 
11 App response time 
or SLA 
must be < 1second  
12 App response 
protocol 
File Transfer Protocol (FTP)  
13 Uplink File Size 256 bytes  
14 IP QoS Best Effort  
15 UE battery 
capacity 
5 Watt-hour  
16 Simulation run 
time 
1 hour for each scenario  
17 Uplink Frequency 1920 MHz  
18 Downlink 
Frequency 
2110 MHz  
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3.2 Simulation Scenarios 
The simulation approach is thematically linked with the one presented in [21]. But, our model 
required a larger number of UEs along with more stringent application service requirements 
and larger coverage space to simulate the objectives of E-SCALE. Our simulation gives 
different results and parameter values which are discussed in detail in Sections 4.1-4.3. 
This chapter discus the simulation modeling scenarios we created to evaluate the LTE 
network performance in conjunction with E-SCALE framework.  
 
In Opnet, we can create the basic model along with the fundamental parameter set first, and 
then replicate the same model for next scenario with some required logical alterations or 
additions. This is done for extensive studies of the proposed system. In our work we first 
create the E-SCALE model in the Opnet with basic parameter set as described in table 3.1. 
Then we replicate the scenario to create newer scenarios with additional features. To 
observe the effect of E-SCALE traffic on the LTE radio network we create three scenarios.  The 
output statistics are collected after each run of the scenarios. One important thing is that we 
run each scenarios many times with different seed values and for considerable time period 
to get more realistic output results and statistics.  
 
The rest of the chapter briefly describes the insights of the different scenario created and 
justify their requirements to establish E-SCALE.  
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 Scenario I: Basic architecture of E-SCALE. Simulation ran for an hour to study the 
performance of the KPI network and get an average battery life remaining in the UEs. 
The major parameter set is enlisted in Table 3.1 
 Scenario II: Enabling the DRX feature, we studied the same KPIs, the response delay 
and the average battery life remained in the UE. 
 Scenario III: We gradually increased the DRX timer value (getting doubled every time 
than earlier) to maximize the UE battery life which, in turn incurs longer response 
time. Thus we get the highest DRX timer value possible exclusive for the architecture 
proposed in following sections so that the below 1 sec SLA is maintained.   
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4.RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 
In this section, we show our findings and evaluate the performance of the E-SCALE scheme 
which uses the LTE network and its DRX parameters to provide sensor coverage and reports 
data to an app server. As we mentioned in the last Chapter, that we simulated E-SCALE 
through three scenarios and tried to find an optimum parameter value so that the app 
response time is below one second and the user would not face any battery issue. Here, we 
also show how-much different channels of LTE radio network get congested due to FTP 
traffics generated by E-SCALE. Figure 4.1 is the true screen shot of the E-SCALE single LTE cell 
architecture modeled in Opnet simulator. As mentioned in an earlier section, we can see  the 
true Opnet model in Figure. 4.1, is an identical replication of the proposed model of Figure 
3.1. 
App, Profile and node_1, these nodes in the Opnet model define some global parameters of 
LTE profile and the E-SCALE app file transfer profile. LTE system requires frequency and 
bandwidth declaration, etc., and file transfer protocol FTP requires to be defined the file 
generation frequency, file size and server acknowledgement timer, etc. 
node_0 is the E-SCALE server which is connected with the evolved packet core (EPC). EPC is 
the core network of LTE connected with the eNB via IP cloud.   
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Figure 4.1. Screen shot of the E-SCALE single cell LTE architecture modelled in Opnet simulator 
 
In all graphs, the x axis is the time axis represents the 1 hour simulation duration, unless 
otherwise mentioned. 
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4.1 Scenario I  
 
In scenario one, we deployed one hundred UEs equipped with E-SCALE under a single LTE cell 
and did not use DRX attribute. That means sensors of UEs stay on all the time of the event or 
simulation and consume power from the UE battery. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2. Scenario I: LTE network Uplink delay 
 
Figure 4.2 shows the uplink LTE delay. the Y axis represents the delay in second. We can see a 
negligible delay of around 26 ms occurred.  
Subsequently the FTP download response time, in Figure 4.3, is well below the one second mark. 
The Y axis represents the response delay in seconds. Here the term “download” may be confusing 
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but it is basically the time for sensor data reached to the server. In this case, the app server is 
acting as the host by requesting the data from the UEs who, in turns, are the servers by providing 
the data as a file. 
 Figure 4.4 shows the FTP traffic generated which was around 78KB by E-SCALE during the 
simulation. A sharp drop denotes the instances when the server was deliberately paused to ask 
sensing requests as mentioned earlier. Here, Y axis represents the traffic in bytes/sec. 
 
Figure 4.3. Scenario I: FTP download response time which is well below the one second mark 
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Figure 4.4. Scenario I: FTP Traffic i.e the sensor data received at the app server 
 
 
Figure 4.5. Scenario I: PDCCH utilization due to E-SCALE traffic 
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Figure 4.5 & Figure 4.6 show the LTE physical layer downlink (PDCCH) and uplink (PUSCH) channel 
utilization by E-SCALE in the given scenario. Y axes are utilizations in percentage (0 to 100 scale). 
As we do not consider any other type of traffics, these utilization reports are mainly contributed 
by E-SCALE. 
 
 
Figure 4.6. Scenario I: PUSCH utilization due to E-SCALE traffic 
 
PDCCH channel carries downlink control information and the cell is cluttered with big number 
of UEs the average PDCCH utilization is near 70%. On the other hand through the PUSCH, the 
Physical Uplink Shared Channel, both the user data and control information is sent. That is why 
it is called a shared channel. And, we can see the utilization is well below 20% mark. That means 
the E-SCALE application data or the sensing data from the UEs along with the uplink control 
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information reserved only 20% of the channel capacity leaving enough room for other application 
data to transmit. 
 
Figure 4.7. Scenario I: Throughput of a randomly chosen UE. (UE 57) 
Figure 4.7 shows the LTE throughput due to the E-SCALE app service. The Y axis represents 
throughput in bits/sec. 
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 is the performance of an arbitrarily chosen UE node (UE 57 among 
one hundred). Figure 4.8 shows the percentage of sleep cycle of that particular UE. Y axis in this 
graph is the UE sleep percentage. As there is no DRX is enabled the sleep portions in the graph is 
generated by the deliberate pause of the server. In Figure 4.9 average packet dropped per second 
by the UE is shown. As Y axis represents packet dropped/sec and not the absolute count of the 
packet dropped, the graph contains non-integer points. Similarly, Figure 4.10 shows the uplink 
packet dropped per second by the whole LTE network. The other graph of Figure 4.5 shows uplink 
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samples of signal to noise level. We can see most of the samples are with very good SNR around 
30 dB. Similarly, Figure 4.11, shows the uplink SNR report for the LTE network considered here. 
 
 
Figure 4.8. Scenario I: Sleep cycle of that randomly chosen UE. (UE 57) 
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Figure 4.9. Scenario I: Uplink packet dropped by that randomly chosen UE (UE 57), and its SNR 
 
Figure 4.10. Scenario I: Total uplink packet dropped by the LTE radio network 
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Figure 4.11. Scenario I: LTE radio uplink SNR report 
 
 
4.2 Scenario II 
 In the second scenario, we obtain the results after enabling the DRX parameter in UEs. In this 
scenario, the UEs are not configured with customized DRX parameter settings rather they use the 
default setting of that of eNB.  
Figure 4.12 shows a slight improvement in uplink delay by reducing it around 3ms than that we 
observed in scenario I, without DRX. Figure 4.13 shows that the uplink packet dropped per second 
is also reduced. 
After the completion of the simulation of one hour the average battery life still remaining in the 
crowd is 53.73 hrs. We assumed the capacity of the device battery as 5 watt-hour (Wh) and all the 
UEs are fully charged 
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Figure 4.12. Scenario II:  LTE Uplink delay reduced after enabling the DRX attribute 
 
Due to the sleep cycles of the UEs the download response time is increased in server. This is 
shown in Figure 4.14. But still it is well below the agreed SLA of 1 second. Figure 4.15 shows the 
total traffic received at the server. 
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Figure 4.13. Scenario II: Total uplink packet dropped per second is reduced by small amount 
 
Figure 4.16 shows the performance of the same randomly chosen UE (UE 57) .We can see there 
is hardly any change in its SNR but the packet drop rate is reduced after enabling DRX. Figure 4.17 
shows, after enabling the DRX timer, the UE’s sleep percentage has increased significantly, 
leading to lesser battery consumption. 
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Figure 4.14. Scenario II: FTP download response time has increased but still well below the one 
second mark 
 
Figure 4.15. Scenario II: FTP Traffic i.e the sensor data received at the app server 
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Figure 4.16. Scenario II: Uplink packet drop count is lesser and SNR is better this time by the UE 
(UE 57), chosen randomly 
 
Figure 4.17. Scenario II: The UE (UE 57), chosen randomly, is now has spent more time in sleep 
mode after DRX enabling 
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4.3 Scenario III 
 
We  move on to final scenario where we find the maximum value of short DRX cycle timer for 
which we get minimum power consumption by the UEs but the response time still comes well 
below one second SLA. We tried 5 different values of Short DRX Cycle Timer [see Figure 4.18] 
gradually increased (doubled) from 32 to 512 and we run the simulation every time for 1 hour.  
Figure 4.19 plots the sample mean of download response time (sec) for every short DRX cycle 
timer values chosen. It confirms that the optimum value for the short DRX Cycle Timer for our 
simulation scenario settings is 128 where the response time is still well below the one second 
mark. 
 
Figure 4.18. Scenario III: Different values of the DRX parameter to investigate which gives 
optimum result 
 
After the completion of the simulation of one hour the average battery life still remained in the 
crowd is 396.67 hrs. This is a significant increase in the average UE battery life. 
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Figure 4.19. Result shows the sample mean of the FTP download response time (sec) 
 
Figure 4.20. Scenario III: LTE Uplink delay reduced further at the optimum DRX value.( short DRX 
Cycle time = 128 subframe) 
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Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 show LTE uplink delay is further improved with the optimum value 
of DRX timer and the response time is further elevated now close to 1 sec. But still it is well below 
than the SLA. Figure 4.22 shows the sleep cycle percentage of UE 57 is further increased due to 
the increased value of DRX parameter. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.21. Scenario III: FTP download response time which is now elevated but below the one 
second mark 
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Figure 4.22. Scenario III: Sleep cycle of an UE (UE 57) with short DRX Cycle time = 128 subframe 
 
 
The average battery life for the above found optimum case is 695.89 hours which is quite a long 
duration to let the users freely do other activities on their cell phones. Thus, E-SCALE envisages an app 
based sensor coverage scheme which is energy efficient and requires zero cost to be operational. 
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To provide an idea of how much energy is consumed out of initial stored energy in the battery of a UE 
which is 5WH and what are the components of operating energy and transmitting energy, Figure 4.23 is 
shown. It shows a sample table of power consumption report of seven randomly chosen UEs. 
Figure 4.23. A Power Consumption report of a sample scenario for seven randomly chosen UEs shows how the 
simulator generates the statistics of total power consumed and power consumed for transmission in mWH, when no 
DRX parameter was enabled. 
 
A possible calculation to estimate the remaining battery life in hours can be mathematically 
approximated from equation 4.1, as given below 
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
=
Total Energy stored in battery − Toal energy consumed by ESCALE
Operating energy required by the device per hour
 
            [4.1]  
Power consumption report is also helpful to calculate how much power is consumed in 
transmission and device operation. Column seven of the report gives the power consumed for 
operation of the device and column eight gives the power consumed for transmission in one 
hour. 
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Table 4.1. Consolidated Power consumption on an average during 1 hour of Simulation   
                                                                                  TABLE                                                                                                                    
HOW MUCH POWER IS CONSUMED ON AN AVERAGE BY THE CELL-PHONES IN THREE 
DIFFERENT SCENARIOS 
SCENARIO 
AVG. ENERGY CONSUMED FOR 
TRANSMISSION DURING 1 HOUR 
(MWH) 
TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMED  
BY THE DEVICES ON AN 
AVERAGE DURING 1 HOUR 
(MWH) 
 0.612 65.632 
2 0.436 13.012 
3 0.093 7.267 
 
As it is shown in Figure 4.23, for mobile node 80, “Mobile_0_1_80”, 0.15 mWh energy is 
consumed for transmission during one hour of the E-SCALE Simulation. The total power for the 
same node is 15.97 mWh. 
Example of Estimated battery life calculation from Figure 4.23 and Equation 4.1 
Total energy in battery = 5000 mWh 
Total Energy is consumed by E-SCALE= 15.97 mWh (for Mobile_0_1_80) 
Operating Energy of the device per hour= 15.83 mWh (for Mobile_0_1_80) 
Using equation 4.1 Battery life remaining in the cell phone = 314.85 Hrs 
We did not use the transmission power to predict the life time because we did not consider E-
SCALE is responsible for any further transmission after the app is shut down.  
Vice versa, in table 4.1 we have calculated the consumed energy from the remaining battery life 
and initial capacity of the battery, using the relation in equation 4.1.   
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Table 4.2. Comparison of remaining battery life estimated after simulation and calculated 
manually 
 
TABLE 
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE REMAINING BATTERY LIFE FOUND BY SIMULATION AND BY 
MANUAL CALCULATION FOR ESTIMATION 
Scenario Avg. output after Simulation 
Estimated 
value 
 75.89 76.02 
2 396.56 398.38 
3 695.89 697.28 
 
We can exemplify that the sleep cycle is related with the transmission power consumption. When 
the device goes into sleep mode it does not consume any energy to transmit data.  
Now an average estimation of battery life remaining in the devices after 1 hour of the simulation 
event can be calculated on the basis of equation 4.1. Table 4.1 reports that the simulator output 
of the remaining battery life in hour is less than the value estimated using the simplified relation 
[equation 4.1]. This is because the simulation takes many other real life factors which consumes 
more battery power into consideration but the above mentioned formula is simplified and does 
not consider so. Thus this result is a very good picture of E-SCALE’s energy efficiency approach 
and the amount of energy saved by the approach. 
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4.4 Comparison with existing Schemes 
In this section, we discuss about the similar approaches taken in WSN and crowd sensing projects 
to maximize SN life time. There are protocols related with conventional WSN for scalable sensor 
coverage with robust energy conservation are well recognized. PEAS [10], ASCENT [11], GAF [12], 
SPAN, [13], AFECA [14] are algorithms which puts unnecessary nodes into sleeping mode to 
preserve battery life. All these algorithms are based on basic approach of distributed computing 
at each SN which puts several SNs into sleep modes using various schemes. For example, in 
ASCENT, each node computes number of neighbors which are active as well as per-link data-loss 
rate. Subsequently, it decides if it should go to sleep mode on the basis of a given constraints. On 
the other hand, PEAS utilizes a random fashioned wake up algorithm which is adaptable to node 
failure rate and never keeps track of any per-neighbor statistics. 
The basic underline common fact among the WSN energy conservative algorithms mentioned 
and E-SCALE is that all these schemes somehow put nodes into sleep mode to save energy. From 
this point of view, E-SCALE scheme and its approach may belong to the same group with the 
above mentioned schemes but the major difference of E-SCALE from those is that it uses advance 
LTE parameter settings and cell phone sensors and itself not a multi-hop network strategy. 
Medusa [15], a programming framework for crowd sensing application uses the ubiquity of 
smartphones for crowd sensing. This is a cloud based approach to upload environmental data to 
server. The largest component of delay in this system is time taken by an SMS message to be 
delivered to a phone which is typically between 20 to 50 seconds. Whereas E-SCALE is simulated 
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to keep the delay as low as 1 second, E-SCALE needs to be implemented in testbed to actually 
measure the latency. 
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5.Conclusion & Future Work 
 
In this concluding section, we discuss several open areas in the crowd sensing models, few 
drawbacks of the system and final conclusion based on the simulation results and advancement 
trend of sensing technology. The convergence of WSN and cellular network is an important aspect 
of our work, while cellular standards are changing very quickly. We have seen three digital 
generations of cellular network standards (GSM or 2G, UMTS of 3G and LTE advanced of 4G) within 
last two decades. And 5G will be available for common subscribers by 2020. Hence, this is very 
exciting to cover the potential open research and convergence areas of MCS with the upcoming 
cellular standards. Along with the convergence issue with future standards of cellular network, 
there are massive data and cloud computing challenges. MCS is gradually becoming a part of social 
networking leading to open another horizon. Before doing that we mention few limitations of the 
system we could identify. 
5.1 Limitations 
After long discussion of different aspects of the general MCS approaches, the simulation result 
for E-SCALE and envisaging the convergence of WSN and LTE, we identified few inevitable 
shortcomings of our proposed framework. We would like to mention the limitations and wish to 
attract attention of the other researchers to those issues so that any different approach could 
possibly solve those. The identified drawbacks are:  
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 The sensing radius of the different sensors of the cell phones of different makes is 
unpredictable. Hence, it is difficult to estimate minimum count of hosts in a given area 
so that the entire area comes under complete coverage by the attendees’ phones. 
 Data reliability [22] is an important issue yet to be addressed with complete robustness. 
Various malicious or erroneous sensing data input from faulty devices may mislead the 
system and make it an utter failure during a true case of emergency. 
 Size of crowd with respect to the area to be covered is something directly related with 
the reliability of the whole system to work. If the gathering is too small than the hosting 
area, then E-SCALE, just like any other MCS, becomes terribly unreliable and cannot be 
accepted for providing surveillance services. 
 
The discussion above clearly states that despite various advantages few drawbacks may 
limit the reliability of the system. Hence, these open research areas need to be addressed 
before implementing E-SCALE as a commercial project. 
 
 
5.2 Future work 
As a part of our future work and performance evaluation of the E-SCALE and cellular network, a 
test bed implementation is required. This could be our out next research step towards getting 
more results knowhow of network behaviors and E-SCALE performance analysis. Beyond out 
research orientation on E-SCALE or MCS, there might be few other parallel research areas are still 
open. Here we discuss those next.  
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As the participatory sensing depends largely on the mobility of the users, this further opens various 
challenges as newer open research areas. We have briefed those as follows. 
 Convergence of MCS with traditional sensing: One way to overcome the problem of small 
sensing crowd with respect to the area to be covered is to place few static sensor. Another 
way is to deliberately push volunteers. In first case, it is difficult to predict where to place 
the conventional nodes and how to integrate those nodes with the MCS. This is an open 
research area. 
 Validation of the data is an interesting research topic in data mining.  
 Inter-device adaptive communication via a compatible device to device communication 
protocol may be an urgent need. 
 Context aware services may be offered by studying the user behavior of the MCS. 
 Optimization of data quality, latency and transfer rate negotiation in future cellular 
network needs sufficient research outcomes to report. 
Although, these covers different open aspects of research, these are but not limited to those 
mentioned above. We are expecting many different new paradigms.  
These results may help the future work in designing perspective of any other such applications 
and even furtherance of E-SCALE itself. These results also give different perspective of observing 
the KPIs of the backbone network, here it is LTE. We have shown how the latency or the app 
response time is varied with increasing sleep percentage of UEs. The variation in total traffic and 
SNR, LTE uplink delay are also shown as the results of the simulations. Hence these can be 
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considered in future, with added range of KPIs, to be observed when E-SCALE will be implemented 
in a test bed for more realistic results and performance evaluation.  
  
5.3 Conclusion 
 
  This subsection concludes the thesis. Here we have presented the background of WSN and LTE 
cellular network and have shown how MCS is a possible way to converge these two networking 
for the betterment of participatory sensing. The concept of participatory sensing in urban day to 
day life is discussed. We described an innovative scalable crowd sensing and envisaged how it 
could be made more energy efficient while LTE cellular network is used as its backbone network. 
Finally, we presented a simulation setup and results of the sensing approach. The main objective 
of the simulation is to study the effect of the generated sensing data traffic on the KPI of LTE 
network. Moreover, we found an optimum value of the DRX timer exclusive for the given setup 
in this work so that the agreed SLA is maintained and battery of the users’ cellphone is maximally 
saved.  
We conclude this thesis with a belief that the utility of a framework like E-SCALE will become a 
widespread method for providing on-the-fly public safety surveillance by collecting sensing data 
from environment using the cell phones of the common people.     
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